
Index

κ , defined, 40
κr , defined, 55

Abelian theorem, 82, 90, 107
allied function, 46
angular frequency

defined, 9
angular-spectrum; see plane-wave, 24
asymptotic approximation of integrals, 86–96

end point contribution, 95
Fresnel integral, 119
integration by parts, 87
stationary phase, 94–95

contour, 92
waveguide modes, 136

steepest descents, 90–94
branch cut contribution, 99
contour, 91, 98
pole contribution, 99

Stokes’ phenomenon, 119
uniform, 108
Watson’s lemma, 82, 87–90
wavefront approximation, 82, 95

asymptotic power series, 30
asymptotic ray expansion, 28–34, 112

compressional, 29
shear, 33

average
for a closed waveguide mode, 126
Lagrangian density, 126
time average for a plane wave, 23

boundary layer; see matched asymptotic
expansion, 109

branch cuts, defining, 52–55
buried harmonic line of compression, 82–86,

96–101

asymptotic approximation of the scattered
compressional wave, 98

asymptotic approximation of the scattered
shear wave, 99

Cagniard–deHoop technique, 77–82
contour, 81
inversion, 79–82

caustic, 31, 85, 100
center of compression

three-dimensional, 61
two-dimensional, 62

complex unit vector, 23
compressional wave, defined, 5
critical angle

incidence, 43
reflection, 44
refraction, 43

cut-off frequency, 125, 133
cylindrical wave, 34

diffraction at an edge, 101–119
diffracted wave, 108
diffraction coefficient, 110
diffraction integral, 108; see Fresnel

integral
geometrical theory, 110

dispersion; see velocity, group, 13
and stationary phase, 136
anisotropic medium, 128
anomalous, 138
causes of, 150
closed waveguide, 122, 125
from the poles of an integral

representation, 144
geometrical, 150
microstructure, 150
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160 Index

dispersion (cont.)
open waveguide, 130, 131
periodic structure, 18

eigenvalue problem, 122
eigenfunction

continuous expansion, 139
discrete or mode expansion, 134

eigenvalues, 123
discrete and continuous, 145

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
discrete, 122
discrete and continuous, 131

eikonal equation, 30, 148
energy relations, 5

kinetic energy density, defined, 6
averaged for a closed waveguide mode, 126
averaged for a plane wave, 23
conservation law, 6, 127
energy flux during critical refraction, 45
energy flux during reflection, 41
energy flux, defined, 6
energy in a band of frequencies, 156
equipartition of energy, 126
for a transient plane wave, 22
for the flexural motion equation, 128
for the Klein–Gordon equation, 128
internal energy density, defined, 6

equations of motion, 1–6
boundary conditions, 2
dilitational motion, 2
one-dimensional, 3
rotational motion, 2
two-dimensional, 4

antiplane motion, 4
inplane motion, 4

extinction theorem, 75

farfield
compact source, 61, 65
of an edge, 114

Fermat’s principle, 101
flexural motion equation, 48, 127, 157
Fourier transform

space, 10
three-dimensional, 58
time, 7

frequency
defined, 9
local, 155

Fresnel integral, 109, 116–119

gamma function, 87
Gaussian beam; see plane-wave

representations, 25
geometrical theory of diffraction;

see diffraction at an edge, 111

Green’s function, 60, 62
method of images, 68

Green’s tensor, 58, 62
correct and incorrect, 66
elastic fluid, 74
stress, 60
three-dimensional, 58

guided waves; see waveguide, 121

Helmholtz theorem, 5

initial value problem, 157
inner expansion; see matched asymptotic

expansion, 71
integral equations, 67, 76
integral representation

scattering problem, 65–67
source problem, 64–65

JWKB asymptotic expansion
eigenvalue problem, 148
rays and modes, 147

Klein–Gordon equation, 127, 150, 157

Lagrangian density, 126
Lamb’s problem; see buried harmonic line of

compression, 82
Laplace transform

time, 7
two-sided, 78

leaky wave; see waveguide, open, 146
limiting absorption, principle of, 62–63, 65, 135

and the Wiener–Hopf method, 104–108
outgoing wave, 58, 59, 79

line of compression; see center of compression,
83

longitudinal wave; see compressional, 22
Love wave; see waveguide, open, 131

matched asymptotic expansion, 112–116
boundary layer, 109, 111, 113
inner, outer coordinates, 71, 114
inner, outer expansion, 71, 114
matching, 115
Schrodinger equation, 114
stretching transformation, 114

nearfield of an edge, 72, 104, 110, 113

outer expansion; see matched asymptotic
expansion, 71

outgoing wave; see limiting absorption, 59

partial waves, 17, 123, 140, 145
periodic structure, 15–18

effective wavenumber, 18
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Index 161

phase matching, 39–40
phase, its meaning, 29
plane wave

homogeneous, 22
inhomogeneous or evanescent, 22, 43, 96
time-dependent, 20
time-harmonic, 22

plane-wave representations, 24–28
cylindrical wave, 28, 140
Gaussian beam, 24
in an open waveguide, 142, 146
spherical wave, 27, 28
waves scattered from a surface, 84

Poisson summation formula, 11
polarization

change in a ray expansion, 33
defined, 20

potentials, displacement, 5
scalar potential, 5
vector potential, 5

propagation matrix, 16

radiation conditions, 65; see limiting
absorption, 65

ray; see asymptotic ray expansion, 30
defined, 30
fan of diffracted rays, 110
ray tube, 33
rays and modes, 146

Rayleigh wave, 48–52, 96, 101
Rayleigh function, 51
Rayleigh equation, 49
time-harmonic, 49
transient, 50
two-sided wave, 51

reciprocity, 57
reflection

antiplane shear coefficient, 44
antiplane shear wave, 42
compressional coefficient, 40
compressional wave, 38
from a layer, 133
from a plate in a fluid, 47
inplane shear coefficient, 40
inplane shear wave, 38

refraction
antiplane shear coefficient, 44
antiplane shear wave, 42
interfacial wave, 45
two-sided wave, 46

scalar potential; see potentials,
displacement, 5

scattering
Bragg, 17
from a lumped mass, 13
from a strip, 67

from an elastic inclusion, 72
scattering matrix, 14

shear wave, defined, 5
signaling problem, 151–157

defined, 24
slowness

defined, 20
surface, 39, 44
vector, 20, 39

Sommerfeld transformation, 27, 59, 84, 96, 142
spherical wave, 34
standing wave, defined, 9
stationary phase; see asymptotic approximation

of integrals, 94
steepest descents; see asymptotic

approximation of integrals, 90
strain tensor, defined, 2
stress tensor, defined, 1
surface wave; see Rayleigh wave, 51

guided by an impedance boundary, 51

Tauberian theorem; see Abelian theorem, 82
traction, defined, 1
transforms, Fourier and Laplace; see Fourier

transform, Laplace transform, 6
defined, 6–10

transmission coefficient; see refraction, 44
transmission matrix, 15
transport equation, 30, 149
transverse resonance principle, 124
transverse wave; see shear, 22

uniqueness in an unbounded region, 63,
68–72

edge conditions, 69, 104, 107
no edges, 68

vector potential; see potentials, displacement, 5
velocity

energy transport, 22, 24, 125
fastest, 137
group; see dispersion, 18

and stationary phase, 137
group lines, 155
kinematic theory, 154
kinetic theory, 156
periodic structure, 18
propagation of angular frequencies,

153–157
propagation of information, 151
propagation of wavenumbers, 153
waveguide mode, 125

phase
local, 155
phase lines, 155
waveguide mode, 125

vibration, not a wave, 11
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162 Index

Watson’s lemma; see asymptotic approximation
of integrals, 87

wave kinematics, defined, 20
wavefront

curvature, 32
defined, 30
plane, spherical, etc., 20

waveguide
closed, 121

evanescent mode, 135
excitation, 134–139
harmonic excitation, 134
mode expansion, 134
transient excitation, 135

laterally inhomogeneous, 146
mode, 122
open, 129

excitation, 139–146
leaky modes, 146
modal representation, 144
plane-wave representation, 142, 146
ray representation, 141, 145

wavelength, defined, 9
wavenumber

complex, 22
defined, 8
effective, periodic structure, 18
lateral, 122
local, 155
transverse, 122

wavevector
defined, 22
real and complex, 22

Wiener–Hopf method, 104–108
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